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HOTEL TWENTYSEVEN, AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

HISTORIC
GLAMOUR
↑
In the luxuriously designed bathrooms, perfect comfort is also
ensured by the elegant AquaClean
Mera shower toilets from Geberit.

HOTEL TWENTYSEVEN
Building owner: Eric Toren
Architecture: Wim van de Oudeweetering
Completed: December 2017
GEBERIT KNOW-HOW
AquaClean Mera Comfort
Actuator plate Sigma60
Shower channel CleanLine
Silent-db20 drainage system
Urinal system with Preda ceramic
appliance

↑

Hotel TwentySeven is one of the most luxurious hotels
in the Netherlands. With magnificently furnished and
equipped suites and a perfect combination of top-class
cuisine, wellness and design, the 6-star hotel offers
a high-end experience to which the elegant AquaClean
Mera shower toilet also contributes.
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View 2019

Each suite was equipped with tasteful sofas,
handmade curtains, flock wallpapers and silk rugs.

At the end of 2017, Hotel TwentySeven – one of the
most luxurious hotels in the Netherlands – was
opened. The elegant house is located in the heart of
Amsterdam’s historic centre on Dam Square, right
across from the Royal Palace. Built in 1913, the art
nouveau building was originally home to the Royal
Industrial Club.
The hotel owner Eric Toren commissioned designer
Wim van de Oudeweetering to convert the listed turnof-the-century building. Eric Toren wants to offer his
international guests more than just a hotel. The stay
at the 6-star establishment should be an experience
where – thanks to the perfect combination of topclass cuisine, wellness and design – all the senses are
appealed to and a high-end service is provided.
The exceptional complex offers a total of 16 exquisite
hotel rooms. All the details of the elegant interior were
carefully selected and harmoniously coordinated with
one another. The spacious bathrooms are fitted with
elegant features such as marble and mosaics. In order to offer his international guests perfect comfort
here too, Eric Toren had the elegant shower toilets
AquaClean Mera Comfort from Geberit installed in all
bathrooms and guest WCs.
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